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THE EDITOR
To
courteous Bookbindery The Treatise of
the Painting, of the renowned Lionardo of
Vinci fact firstly into Paris the year 1651.
from Rafaello Trichet from Fresne with the
Figures designate from the hands talented
of Poussin, and of the Errard (Wander), not
due to the many editions afterwards that
give, and the translation in order to also
into various languages, being become rare,
and from many therefore sought-after, me
they are determined of reproduce, and in
the same form of the Architecture,
Painting, and Statue of Leon Battista
Alberti, not many years they are, from me
postpone to the light, proceed thus the
launch reprinting of the Books more rare,
and more advantage provided that
negotiate of the three noble Arts
Architecture, Painting, and Sculpture. Of
the utility of this Work not occurs make
advances at this point promise, being
conceder sufficiently. Which that of it say
the Bosse (Boffe) in his Treatise of
Perspective, the Book is all scattered of
admonishment, and of the teachings not in
order to holy thursday fly, but necessary to
the studies of the Art of the Paint, and of
the Design. One experience, is true, the
scholarly Author not contain into all
perfection, be intended no things repeated,
and other not declare sufficiently, same as
of it advise despite the from Fresne same in
the his Letter to the Bourdelot Doctor of
the Queen Christina of Sweden, to the such
as dedicated the Book, which here to see
printed; however not pertain despite such
any is the Book usefulness, and deserving
delivery of one grand Master. Into these
reprinting I have redirect into all the
mentioned edition of Paris of the 1651. Just
like it most perfect, and most accreditation,
and hope not suspect to appear to a lesser
extent agree to of the above-mentioned of
Leon Battista Alberti. Enjoy the good spirit
that I have of jovial, and anticipate even if
next to of see proceed the commence my
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endeavor, since other Works I have ready
of grave Author, which not you make to a
lesser extent dear of these that I have
already make public.
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